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About Kenyon College

•  My map focuses on my school, Kenyon College, and the 
area surrounding it; I decided to focus on Kenyon 
because, it being such a small school (1600 students!), it 
can start to feel like a “bubble”—students sometimes 
become so wrapped up in campus life that they don’t take 
advantage of the interesting communities surrounding 
them. 

•  Likewise, while many residents of Gambier (the town that 
Kenyon is in) take advantage of our campus, I wondered 
whether those living in the nearby (much larger) town of 
Mt. Vernon knew much about the resources Kenyon has 
to offer. 

•  My map is aimed primarily at new students, but I’d also 
like for it to be helpful to upperclassmen and residents of 
Gambier and Mt. Vernon.

Kenyon College 



Geographical Information
•  Kenyon College is located in 

central Ohio, an area dominated 
by farmland and industry. 

•  Kenyon’s campus is situated 
next to the 57.2 mile Kokosing 
River, which is part of the 
watershed of the Mississippi 
river.

•  As I will mention later, Kenyon 
is built upon a hill—the hill is 
surrounded in all directions by 
flat land, much of it used for 
corn farms or smaller local, 
organic farms. 



Working with Open Green Map

•  After several attempts at creating maps in 
Photoshop, I realized that I wasn’t cut out for 
graphic design; I decided to work with Open 
Green Map instead. 

•  Some of the benefits I’ve enjoyed with using 
Open Green Map include:
–  Ease of creating the map! 
–  Lower costs (no printing fees, etc.).
–  Increased accessibility for others (spreading the 

map is as easy as giving someone a link).
–  Teamwork! Though I haven’t moved to this phase 

yet, I hope to involve other students by recruiting 
more mapmakers to contribute. 



The Final Product
This is what people see when they access the Kenyon Open Green Map: 



Design Decisions

•  While the map includes sites outside of the initial zoom 
area—11 are visible within the Open Green Map as seen in 
the previous slide, while there are 19 total—I decided to 
keep the zoom level at “District” for several reasons:
–  I wanted Kenyon’s campus to be readily identifiable, as the 

map is primarily designed with students in mind. 
–  I wanted to emphasize the geography of the community; 

those familiar with Kenyon’s campus will recognize the 
famous hill that it is built upon. This hill, I believe, serves as a 
sort of barrier between Kenyon/Gambier and the rest of 
Knox County (including Mt. Vernon), so I wanted the zoom 
level to be close enough so that viewers could identify the 
cluster of sites that is Kenyon.

–  More simply, the majority of the sites are located on 
Kenyon’s campus, so having a higher zoom level facilitates 
the process of locating sites to click on!

“The Hill” 



Sites at Kenyon

•  Kenyon is located in rural Ohio, so its campus 
contains—and is surrounded by—really beautiful, 
bucolic sites. My map includes organized sites as 
well as less official ones. 

•  For example, the Brown Family Environmental 
Center (BFEC), a nature preserve on Kenyon’s 
campus, organizes lessons, maintains hiking trails, 
and leads star-gazing sessions. 

•  There are also, however, Amish merchants who sell 
home-made foods (such as jams or pickles) in 
Gambier; while they, unlike the BFEC, don’t benefit 
from advertisement, their goods are green-
friendly and healthy and buying them helps the 
local economy.

The BFEC  Amish merchants in Gambier 



Why Mt. Vernon?

•  The other location I decided to focus my map on is Mt. 
Vernon. I chose to limit the scope of the map to Mt. 
Vernon, as opposed to all of Knox County, because:
–  Kenyon provides a shuttle system for students into Mt. 

Vernon, making it the most easily accessible town. 
–  Students can also reach Mt. Vernon through the Kokosing 

Gap Trail (a site included on my map), which is a 
recreational path that crosses through Kenyon’s campus.

–  I have the advantage of being a Kenyon student and, 
knowing my peers (and myself!) well, I know that students, 
when given the opportunity to leave campus, will gravitate 
towards Mt. Vernon, since that is the off-campus area they 
know best. Eventually, though, I hope to expand my map to 
include sites in other parts of Knox County.



Sites in Mt. Vernon
•  Mt. Vernon is a very industrial town, with the 

economy largely dependent on a 
manufacturer of natural gas compressors 
and a Rolls-Royce subsidiary. I was very 
pleased to find a greater number of green-
friendly sites than I had anticipated before 
beginning my research.  

•  Wolf Run Regional Park, for example, is a 
288+-acre area filled with nature trails, a 
pond, and natural habitats. 
–  Wolf Run Regional Park is home to the state 

endangered yellow bellied sapsucker (a type of 
woodpecker), which is protected in a wooded 
habitat in the park.

•  There are also educational opportunities for 
those who seek them--the Knox County 
Agricultural Museum, which teaches visitors 
about 19th- and early 20th-century farm life, 
is also located in Mt. Vernon.

Wolf Run Regional Park 

Covered wagon from the 
Agricultural Museum 



Plans for Dissemination
•  When I return to school on August 20th, I’ll be working as un 

Upperclass Counselor, advising first-year students on their 
schedules. I aim to use word-of-mouth as the first phase of 
telling people about my map.

•  I’ll also be working on several Orientation events, so I plan on 
speaking with those who run Orientation about linking the map 
to their website. 

•  After these initial goals are achieved, I aim to contact ECO, 
Kenyon’s environmental club, about working with Green Map 
System in the future—this, I hope, will be an opportunity to 
recruit other mapmakers to contribute to my map (and to 
expand the map’s boundaries to include more of Knox County). 

•  I am also considering writing up a document to accompany the 
map; this would be an alternative resource describing the 
various sites featured on the map. 



Thank you to Wendy, Celine, Boram, and 
the other mapmakers for a new and 
eye-opening opportunity! 

I never expected to learn so much about 
what I had previously considered to be a 
relatively small and manageable area.

It has been great to learn more about the 
community that I’m a part of, and I look 
forward to expanding my map as I 
learn more about the eco-friendly sites 
around Kenyon’s campus!


